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Taking notes on laptops rather than in longhand is increasingly common. Many researchers have suggested
that laptop note taking is less effective than longhand note taking for learning. Prior studies have primarily
focused on students’ capacity for multitasking and distraction when using laptops. The present research
suggests that even when laptops are used solely to take notes, they may still be impairing learning because
their use results in shallower processing.
In three studies, we found that students who took notes on laptops performed worse on conceptual questions
than students who took notes longhand. We show that whereas taking more notes can be beneficial, laptop
note takers’ tendency to transcribe lectures verbatim rather than processing information and reframing it in
their own words is detrimental to learning
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Digital writing devices such as the computer or the personal digital assistant are inundating the higher
education classrooms around the globe. They have developed to indispensable learning tools and
consequently the use of longhand in the education context is in continual detriment.
From the perspective of cognitive science the processes of typing and handwriting differ considerably. This
paper firstly analyzes the highly complex nature of handwriting, further highlights the psycho neurological
mechanisms involved in acquiring and practising this skill and points out the differences to typewriting.
Finally, the author deliberates about how the use of the two different writing techniques may affect the
learning outcome of students.
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In order to acquire infrequent events as new ideas and evaluate the ideas quantitatively, it is necessary to
know how people create and refine ideas and to model creating and refining process. In this paper, we
focused on relations between thinking time and writing time in handwriting, and proposed to model the
relation by externalization, classification, relation, transportation and systematization, which are elements to
make sentences. The relation depended on questions and formats of sheets. When sheets give participants
the question answered by sentences, writing time become longer as thinking time is longer. On the other
hand, if sheets give the question which could be answered only by words, writing time become shorter as
thinking time is longer. We hypothesized that participants spent more time classifying, relating and
transporting words in answering only by words than in answering by sentences. We could also confirm that
when the same questions were given twice, writing time became longer and thinking time became shorter
second time than first time. It was because enough externalizations were performed first time and
participants spent less time externalizing second time.
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